Simulating complex physical systems often involves solving partial differential equations (PDEs) with some closures due to the presence of multi-scale physics that cannot be fully resolved. Although the advancement of high performance computing has made resolving small-scale physics possible, such simulations are still very expensive. Therefore, reliable and accurate closure models for the unresolved physics remains an important requirement for many computational physics problems, e.g., turbulence simulation. Recently, several researchers have adopted generative adversarial networks (GANs), a novel paradigm of training machine learning models, to generate solutions of PDEs-governed complex systems without having to numerically solve these PDEs. However, GANs are known to be difficult in training and likely to converge to local minima, where the generated samples do not capture the true statistics of the training data. In this work, we present a statistical constrained generative adversarial network by enforcing constraints of covariance from the training data, which results in an improved machine-learning-based emulator to capture the statistics of the training data generated by solving fully resolved PDEs. We show that such a statistical regularization leads to better performance compared to standard GANs, measured by (1) the constrained model's ability to more faithfully emulate certain physical properties of the system and (2) the significantly reduced (by up to 80%) training time to reach the solution.
Introduction
Complex physical systems are usually characterized by PDE-governed processes with multi-scale physics. Resolving all the scales of multi-scale processes in simulations is still infeasible for many real applications. In practice, simulating those multi-scale physical systems often involves closures to model unresolved processes. However, these closure models also account for major sources of uncertainties in simulation results, partly due to neglecting highorder statistics from the true physical process. With the advancement of high performance computing in the last decades, high-fidelity simulations of complex multi-scale processes such as fully resolved turbulent flow is now becoming available for a growing number of scenarios.
More recently, leveraging existing high-fidelity simulation datasets to build models that can emulate complex multi-scale processes (e.g., turbulence or Earth's climate) has been made possible by the rapid growth of the capabilities of machine learning.
Several machine-learning-based approaches have been proposed for improving the simulation of complex PDE-governed systems, e.g., turbulence modeling [1] [2] [3] . Machine-learningbased approaches in other complex systems (e.g., weather and climate modeling) is an area of increasing interest [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . In addition to building closure models, machine learning techniques have been applied to various other science and engineering problems that require advanced data analyses of model output, e.g., classification, detection and segmentation of patterns [9] [10] [11] . Although machine learning techniques achieved remarkable successes in applications such as image recognition [12] , the science and engineering communities gradually realize that it is important to inform machine learning some physics instead of merely relying on data-driven discovery for many scientific problems. Ling et al. [3] proposed a tensorial neural network to build an objective functional mapping of tensors by embedding a tensor expansion formula into their neural network. Thomas et al. [13] built a more general tensor network to ensure the important equivariance by introducing spherical harmonics as filters.
Wu et al. [2] demonstrated that the important invariance (e.g., Galilean invariance) can be preserved by only using invariants as inputs and outputs for machine learning models.
Other researchers incorporated known physics to machine learning techniques as additional constraints. For instance, Karpatne et al. [14] incorporated known physical knowledge by adding a penalty term into the machine learning loss function. Rassi et al. [15, 16] proposed physics-informed neural networks by enforcing the structure of governing equations. Another promising direction is to explore the relations between the machine learning techniques and traditional frameworks for modeling physics, e.g., the analogy between LSTM network and Mori-Zwanzig formalism, for which preliminary success has been demonstrated by Ma et al. [17] . In addition, Lusch et al. [18] demonstrated that the Koopman theory can be made practical by using autoencoder to identify the linear embedding of nonlinear dynamics.
Recently, a novel architecture known as generative adversarial networks (GANs) has been proposed to generate data that mimics certain properties of images or behaviors of a given system. Specifically, GANs consist of a discriminator that learns properties from training samples and a generator that generates samples that mimic the learned properties. Recent research has shown how GANs can be used to generate new solutions of PDE-governed systems by training on existing datasets. For example, King et. al [19, 20] used GANs to create turbulent flow realizations and showed that the generated realizations can capture several statistical constraints of turbulent flows, e.g., Komolgorov's −5/3 law and small scale intermittency of turbulence. Moreover, GANs have been utilized in extracting information from high-fidelity simulations of other physical systems, e.g., cosmology that involves N-body simulations [21] . Although the standard GANs can capture the true distribution of training data when global minimum of the loss function is achieved [22, 23] , it is well known that GANs can be difficult to train and possibly converges to a local minimum when the complexity of true data distribution increases. Therefore, it is unlikely that standard GANs can capture all the statistics of the solutions for a complex PDE-governed system, indicating that the trained network would be unable to reproduce some important physical and statistical properties of the system. In addition, there are other challenges associated with GANs, e.g., the stability of training [24] , the noise in generated samples [25] and assessment of sample quality [26] .
To improve GANs performances for physical problems, Xie et al. [27] incorporated temporal coherence to GANs to generate super-resolution realizations of turbulent flows. Yang et al. [28] encoded into the architecture of GANs the governing physical laws in the form of stochastic differential equations. Stinis et al. [29] augmented the inputs of the discriminator with residuals and introduced noises into training data as inspired by dynamical systems.
Considering the great potential of GANs to physical systems and the limitation of standard GANs, it is worthwhile to investigate a general approach to improve the performance of GANs in emulating physical systems by introducing proper regularization. Inspired by the work of Karpatne et al. [14] , we envision to embed both physical constraint (e.g., conservation laws) and statistical constraint (e.g., statistics from the data distribution) into the generator, in order to enhance the robustness and generalization capability of GANs-based physical system emulator. This work focuses on investigating the advantage of incorporating statistical constraints, and the benefits of physical constraints are presented and discussed in a separated work of the authors [30] .
In this work, we present a novel approach to improve GANs performance by better preserving high-order statistics when using GANs to build an emulator of complex PDEgoverned systems. We tested the statistical constraint with three relatively simple canonical systems, and discussed extensions that are applicable to more complex systems with the ultimate goal of leveraging existing high-fidelity simulation output to emulate unresolved processes, and provide reliable and accurate alternatives to closure models.
Methodology

Generative adversarial networks
Generative adversarial networks (GANs) have been introduced in [22] as a new technique for training machine learning models, originally in the context of computer image synthesis.
The original formulation trains models in a purely unsupervised way; yet since their introduction many modifications have been proposed in the literature that make use of available labeled data in a semi-supervised way. The goal of GANs, as initially proposed, is to train a function G that samples from a complicated, analytically-unknown distribution of the data that the algorithm sees.
The main innovation of GANs is the formulation of the training procedure as a zerosum game between two networks, a generator G and a discriminator D. In the standard setting, the generator receives input as an unstructured random noise vector z drawn from a simple distribution (such as an uniform or Gaussian), which it passes through a succession of deconvolutional layers and nonlinear transforms in a deterministic way and outputs a sample x fake = G(z). The role of the discriminator D is to act as a classifier, deciding if a sample x it receives is either real or generated by G. At optimality (Nash equilibrium in the game between G and D), the generator is provably able to produce "fake" samples x fake that are implicitly drawn from the (unknown) data distribution that G seeks to emulate.
In this paper, G in Fig. 1a and D in Fig. 1c are deep deconvolutional neural network and convolutional neural network described by the weights vectors θ G and θ D , respectively.
The architectural details follow the structure proposed in [31] . We train the model in the standard way of alternating between the two optimization problems:
where E denotes the expectation and p x represents the distribution of the training samples.
The training procedure corresponds to a minimax two-player game:
where the ideal objective is to achieve Nash equilibrium, i.e., the discriminator cannot distinguish the generated samples from the training samples. However, the global optimal is usually difficult to achieve by using standard GANs. Therefore, it is unlikely that standard
GANs can identify and preserve all the statistics of the training samples embedded in p data .
Those missing statistics are usually important to PDE-governed systems, e.g., the second order moments of the instantaneous velocity corresponds to the Reynolds stress in turbulence modeling. Therefore, we present an approach to better preserve these statistics when using GANs to emulate physical systems. 
Constrained generative adversarial networks
The standard formulation above is purely data-driven, i.e., it utilizes no outside knowledge of the problem at hand but that which is encoded implicitly in the data that is used to train the model. As we argued above, constraining the model solution space to physicallyfeasible regions may yield certain benefits in terms of increased solution quality, decreased training time, and improved data efficiency. Constraints can be imposed in a variety of ways, among which:
(i) Hard constraints on network architecture. Convolutional networks are by construction translational-invariant and ensure spatial locality of information propagation. It has long been recognized that convolutional filters can be interpreted as discretized differential operators in the finite difference form [32] [33] [34] . This fact has recently been exploited to train neural networks as surrogate models of differential equations [33] and to discover PDEs from data [34] . Such techniques may be used to constrain the space of feasible solutions of GANs by construction.
(ii) Explicit constraints on optimization. Domain knowledge can be incorporated in a straightforward way through additional penalty terms added into the optimization loss function of GANs. This is in effect a form of regularization that can model many relevant constraints, including conservation laws and high-order statistics.
In this work, we focus on the second type of constraints discussed above and propose a constrained loss function L c (D, G) as follow:
where Σ(p) denotes the covariance structure of a given distribution p, λ denotes the coefficient of the penalty term, and d(·, ·) represents a distance measure between two covariance structures. The distance d can be measured in Euclidean space by using Frobenius norm:
or by using the symmetrized Kullback-Leibler divergence [35] , i.e.,
where tr(·) denotes the trace of a matrix, and I represents the identity matrix. It should be noted that the covariance structure must be positive semidefinite and thus is defined on a low-dimensional manifold within the Euclidean space. Therefore, an alternative is to use Riemannian distance
where δ i denotes the i-th eigenvalue of a matrix, or by using the Jensen-Bregman LogDet (JBLD) divergence [36] :
We have compared these different choices of the distance measure d(Σ(p data ), Σ(p G(z) )) and concluded that the Frobenius norm serves as the best compromise in terms of the computational cost and the stability of training constrained GANs. The proposed physics-informed GAN is implemented on the machine learning platform TensorFlow [37] . We used a deep convolutional GAN (DCGAN) [24] for most of the results presented below, but this is still referred to as GAN hereafter for simplicity.
In this work, both the covariance structures of generated and training data are estimated from samples. Specifically, Σ(p G(z) ) is estimated from generated samples at every iteration of training the network. Instead of implicitly estimating the probability distribution of training data Σ(p data ) as standard GANs, the penalty term in Eq. 4 explicitly estimates the secondorder moment of the distributions and thus better constrains the difference between the distributions of the training data and the generated samples. It should be noted that Σ(p data )
can also be estimated from the governing equation of the system, since the spatial correlation within the solutions of a PDE-governed system is related to the differential operators of the governing PDEs. More details about this alternative way of estimating the covariance structure of the training data can be found in a separate work [38] .
Incorporating physical constraints (either explicitly or implicitly) into GANs may offer certain benefits, of which this paper highlights but several. We posit that appropriately imposing constraints may improve training stability and convergence properties via the regularization these constraints provide. Many hypotheses have been put forth about the source of the training instabilities observed in GANs (mode collapse in particular, as observed initially in [22, 31] ), including different ways in which to measure the distance between the generated and the real data distributions [39] , penalties on the gradients around real data points [40] , regularizers on the spectral radius of the Jacobian of the gradient vector [41] , or dynamically choosing the metric to minimize in the objective function via an evolutionary strategy as in [42] .
Lattice Boltzmann Simulation of Rayleigh-Bénard convection
The physical system we investigated in this work is Rayleigh-Bénard convection (RBC), which are ultimately driven by buoyancy differences encountered at all spatial scales, ranging from small engineering devices to Earth sciences and even astrophysical phenomena. The RBC setup is a classical prototype for this class of flows. It consists of a slab of fluid, which is bounded by two horizontal surfaces. 2 It was observed from early on [43] that, when the lower wall is heated (while the upper wall is cooled), the dynamics of the system is especially interesting -a myriad of flow regimes appear, such as stationary or oscillating convection rolls, convection cells of different shapes, as well as turbulent flow. Although the detailed dynamics is strongly-dependent on the initial conditions, the selection of the different regimes is mostly dictated by the control-parameters, which for the RBC problem are the Rayleigh number (Ra = βgH 3 (∆T ) /κν -the relative magnitude of the buoyancy velocity to the thermal velocity), the Prandtl number (Pr = ν /κ -the ratio of viscous diffusivity to thermal diffusivity), and the horizontal-to-vertical aspect ratio of the domain (Γ = W /H). In these definitions, β is the coefficient of thermal expansion, g is the gravitational acceleration, the spatial scales H and W are the height and width respectively, and ∆T ≥ 0 is the temperature difference between the lower and the upper walls.
The dataset we used for training a GAN to emulate the RBC problem consisted of simulation output, produced with a two-dimensional fluid dynamics model based on the LBM. The numerical scheme is described in [44] (see [45] for a more detailed description).
The values of the control-parameters were Pr = 0.71 (for air) and Ra = 2.5 × 10 8 . For simplicity (and to facilitate comparison with some theoretical results), periodic boundary condition (BC) were used at the lateral (vertical) walls, with a relatively high aspect-ratio of Γ = 7, which minimizes unphysical artifacts due to periodicity itself. The spatial resolution was {N x, N y} = {1792, 256}, where the vertical resolution was the same as used e.g. in [46] (based on the theoretical criteria from [47] , to provide for sufficient resolution within the near-wall boundary layers). The value for the pseudo Mach number (a model-specific parameter) was set to Ma = 0.1, to keep the artificial compressibility errors below 1%.
The model was initially run for 400 eddy turnover times, of which the initial 320 eddy turnover times (necessary for spin-up from the rest state) were discarded. To verify that the data used for GAN training did in fact correspond to the final (turbulent) regime, this simulation was later extended until 5330 eddy turnovers. Two physical metrics of the flow (total kinetic energy ε total and Nusselt number Nu 0 close to the lower wall) are shown in scope of the present study. Nonetheless, two-dimensional studies are still useful, as they still share much of the physics with the three-dimensional case (and therefore constitute a good test for the present GAN training with constraints). A future version of this study will treat the full, three-dimensional case. 
Results
In this work, the performances of standard GAN and the statistical constrained GAN are compared by investigating three different datasets. The first dataset is generated by First, the results show that the constrained GAN better emulates the statistics of the training data by incorporating the constraint of covariance structure, indicating that the statistical constraint leads to the better converging towards the global minimum, where all statistics of training data can be captured by GANs. It should be noted that the similar performance can also be achieved by fine tuning the training process of the standard GANs.
However, tuning a GAN largely relies on the experience of users and even may not be feasible for complex systems. Therefore, the constrained GAN is more stable in terms of training, making it a more practical tool for emulating complex systems.
Second, we show that the constrained GAN can achieve even higher quality of results at a significantly lower computational cost (up to 80% reduction of computational cost in model training) compared with the unconstrained model. In effect, the addition of the statistical constraint reduces the space of allowable solutions, forcing the training procedure (here, a standard stochastic gradient descent-based method) to explore only this reduced solution space. One could argue that, even if the model was being trained by randomly selecting parameter configurations from the allowable set of solutions, the fact that the feasible set is now smaller will allow for a faster exploration on average, resulting in a reduced training time. We recognize that this is of course an experimental result on an idealized system, but these results are in line with the benefits expected from regularizing machine learning models.
2-D Gaussian Process
We first compare the performances of standard GANs and the statistical constrained GANs by using the samples from 2-D Gaussian process as the training data. Square exponential kernel is used to specify the covariance structure Σ of the Gaussian process.
The GANs with the label of 1 (true), and the objective is to use GANs to generate samples that capture the statistics of the training samples. The covariance of training data with regard to the center point is presented in Fig. 4a , in which a symmetrical pattern can be seen and the magnitude of covariance gradually decays from the center to the side.
The comparison of the covariance of the generated samples from GANs demonstrates the superior performance of the statistical constrained GAN as shown in Fig. 4 . Specifically, it can be seen in Fig. 4b that the estimated covariance of the generated samples from the The main purpose of introducing the statistical constraint can be interpreted in two ways. First, the constraint term serves as a regularization and reduces the loss function to a lower dimensional manifold, in which the convergence to global minimum would be easier to achieve. Second, the constraint term contributes a non-zero gradient when the training process get into local minima and thus the optimization is unlikely to stay at a local minimum. According to these two purposes, it is not necessary to define a precise metric of the difference between the distributions of the training data and the generated samples. Instead, an approximate distance metric may work well enough as long as it vanishes when two distributions are identical to each other. As shown in Eq. 4, the distance between two covariance matrices is defined in Euclidean space by using Frobenius norm. The main reason of using Frobenius norm is the relatively low computational cost, compared with other distance metrics, e.g., the K-L divergence and the Riemannian distance. After obtaining the generated samples, we evaluated different distance metrics to quantify the difference between the statistics of the training data and the generated samples. It can be seen in Fig. 6 that the statistical constraint term generally leads to smaller distance metrics when being implemented into different GANs architectures. It confirms that the constrained GAN indeed better converges toward the global minimum, instead of merely reducing the specific distance metric adopted in the training.
We also investigated high-order statistics to illustrate the advantage of the statistical constrained GAN. The skewness and the kurtosis of the generated samples in Fig. 7 show that the high-order statistics of the samples have a better agreement with the training data when using the statistical constrained GAN, indicating that high-order statistics are also better captured by introducing the covariance constraint. It should be noted that both the skewness and the kurtosis in Fig. 7 are normalized by the benchmark values of the multivariate Gaussian distribution, and thus the ideal values should be one. As shown in Fig. 7a , the larger skewness of generated samples from standard GAN indicates that the sample distribution is more asymmetrical, which has been confirmed by the visualization of covariance in Fig. 4 . 
Rayleigh-Bénard convection at a low Rayleigh number
We also studied the performance of the statistical constrained GAN by using training data from the simulations of Rayleigh-Bénard convection. The training data is obtained from a further simplified RBC system compared to the one described in Section 2.3, in order to first investigate a less chaotic RBC system (Rayleigh number Ra = 10000 and Prandtl number P r = 10). Specifically, the simulation is performed in a square domain. The top wall is at a low temperature and the bottom wall is at a high temperature. The two side walls have the periodic boundary condition. The training data corresponds to 10000 snapshots of the instantaneous flow field. The turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) of the training data is presented in Fig. 8 . It can be seen that the TKE is relatively low near both the top and the bottom walls. In addition, higher TKE can be observed within two horizontal stripe-shape regions both above and below the center region. By carefully tuning the learning rate, it can be seen in Fig. 8 that the TKE of generated samples shows a good agreement with the training data by using either the standard GAN or the statistical constrained GAN. It is because the standard GAN is capable of preserving all the statistics of the training data if global minimum is achieved for the training process. Therefore, with a proper choice of training parameters, the performances of the standard GAN and the statistical constrained GAN should be comparable with each other, which has been confirmed in Fig. 8 . However, the optimal training is usually difficult to be achieved, especially for training a GAN to emulate more complex physical systems. In order to illustrate the stability of training GANs, we adopt another learning rate lr = 0.02 and present the TKE of generated samples in Fig. 9 . It can be seen in Fig. 9b that the result of standard GAN changes significantly, showing noticeable difference from the training data. Although the higher TKE regions generated by the standard GAN still locates above and below the horizontal center region, the regions with high TKE become less continuous and do not capture the pattern in Fig. 8 .
On the contrary, the results of statistical constrained GAN in Fig. 9b demonstrates less changes. It should be noted that the more noisy result in Fig. 9c compared with the one in Fig. 8c is mainly due to the larger learning rate, which introduces more noises during the training. According to the comparison shown in Fig. 9 , the statistical constrained GAN is more stable with regard to the change of training parameters. In order to illustrate the more stable training by using the statistical constrained GAN, we studied the training of GANs with different learning rate and penalty coefficient of the statistical constraint term. The comparison in Fig. 10 demonstrates that better performance can be achieved by introducing the statistical constraint term. Specifically, the mean squared error (MSE) of the TKE field against the number of epochs is presented. It can be seen in Fig. 10a that the performances are comparable at 100 training epochs by using different values of penalty coefficient λ. However, with the same number of epochs, the mean squared errors of the statistical constrained GAN (λ > 0) are generally smaller than the standard GAN (λ = 0). By using a larger learning rate as shown in Fig. 10b , it can be seen that the training of standard GAN (λ = 0) is not able to converge and the MSE is noticeably larger than the results from statistical constrained GANs.
The comparison of spectrum of TKE in Fig. 11 also confirms that the statistical con- strained GAN generates samples that better capture the pattern of the training data. Although such an improvement is marginal with learning rate lr = 0.002, it can still be seen in Fig. 11a that the spectrum from the statistical constrained GAN has a better agreement with the training data for relatively small wave numbers, e.g., between 2 to 5. At the region with large wave number, both the standard GAN and the statistical constrained GAN provides energy overpredict the level of energy spectrum, which is mainly because of the small scale noises in the generated data as shown in Fig. 8 . If a less proper learning rate is chosen, it can be seen in Fig. 11b that the energy spectrum provided by the statistical constrained GAN shows a much better performance than the result of standard GAN, whose energy spectrum demonstrates disagreement with the training data across the whole range of wave numbers.
Rayleigh-Bénard convection at a high Rayleigh number
We further studied another dataset of Rayleigh-Bénard convection simulation at a higher Figs. 12 and 13 are presented in Table 1 by using Wasserstein distance. The comparison of mean velocity magnitude in Fig. 14 shows that the standard GAN at 20 epochs noticeably overestimates the velocity magnitude across the whole domain as shown in Fig. 14c , even though the circular flow pattern is qualitatively emulated. With 100 epochs, the mean velocity provided by the standard GAN is getting more similar to the training data in large scale structure. However, there are unphysical small structures existing in Fig. 14d, indicating that the spatial correlation of mean velocity is not well captured by using the standard GAN. Compared to the results of the standard GAN, the result of constrained GAN in Fig. 14b better emulates the training data with only 20 epochs. Although there are still some noises in small scale in Fig. 14b , the noise level is much less than the result of standard GAN with 100 epochs. We also studied the spectrum of TKE in Fig. 16 . It can be seen that the result of standard GAN at 20 epochs overestimates energy spectrum across the whole range of wave numbers. With 100 training epochs, the result of the standard GAN better captures the energy spectrum for relatively small wave numbers (wave number is less than 5), but still shows noticeable difference from training data for large wave numbers (small scale structure in space). In addition, the noise level increases with more training epochs by using the standard GAN, indicating that asymptotically improvement of performance may not be achieved with more training epochs. On the other hand, the result of the constrained GAN at 20 epochs successfully captured the energy spectrum of the training data for most wave numbers, with only an exception of very large wave numbers (∼ 10 2 ). 
Conclusion
Recently, generative adversarial networks (GANs) have shown great potential of emulating and even predicting the solutions of PDEs-governed physical systems by training on some high-fidelity simulation data. However, it is known that GANs are much more difficult to train than regular neural networks, preventing its application to more complex and realistic physical systems. In this work, we introduce a statistical constrained approach to improve the robustness of training GANs. Specifically, the difference between the covariance structures of the generated samples and the training data is quantified and incorporated into the original loss function of the generator in GANs as a penalty term. The performance of the constrained GAN is evaluated against the standard GANs by studying the Gaussian random field and the Rayleigh-Bénard convection. The results demonstrated that the proposed statistical regularization leads to more robust training than standard GANs. Even though similar quality of results can be achieved by carefully tuning the hyper-parameters of standard GANs, the constrained GAN significantly reduced (by up to 80%) training cost to reach the solution with similar or even better quality. With the growth of high-fidelity simulation databases of physical systems, this work has a great potential of being an alternative to the explicit modeling of closures or parameterizations for unresolved physics. By better preserving high-order statistics from existing high-fidelity simulations, this work potentially leads to a class of promising application of GANs in simulating chaotic physical systems, e.g., turbulence or Earth's climate.
